National Election Integrity Association (NEIA)
Assessment of Virginia November 2021 Election
The NEIA and many others were passionately involved in the November 2021 Election in Virginia. This is an
Executive Summary of Findings and Actionable Recommendations for others to apply in their own states and
counties.
Findings
A. The sprint from the Virginia Republican Primary to the November 2021 Election was filled with energy and
mobilization. Simply put though, four things happened, without central oversight, guidance, or direction:
We Swarmed: Multiple Citizen Groups developed in addition to Youngkin Campaign and the GOP
National, State, and County efforts. Purpose and will of the citizens do make a difference
We Stormed: It was chaotic, often disorganized, and there was plenty of friction and in-fighting, but the
unstoppable purpose was there.
We Formed: These multiple efforts spent countless volunteer hours developing and implementing action
plans in broad areas of Election Integrity.
We Normed: A cadence and rhythm developed among these groups to focus on their areas of expertise
and interest to project a comprehensive covering of the bases to help deliver citizen oversight of election
integrity.
B. Six trends and issues developed that successfully broke the Blue Chokehold that Fairfax, Loudoun, Prince
William, and Arlington (and some other counties) have delivered since 2006 in Virginia.
1.

Immense Virginia citizen voting turnout outside of the Blue Chokehold counties. This was amazing
– the other counties have demonstrated they can now breach the Blue firewall in Virginia. Pastor
mobilization of congregations was impactful.
There were four key demographics that assured the victory for Youngkin:
•
•
•
•

2.
3.
4.

The Moms of Virginia who rallied against socialist extremism
The Parents of Virginia who refused to allow rape and violence to be sheltered by
the hateful ideology of Critical Race Theory
“Those People” – McAuliffe’s dismissive comment immediately tilted Independents
and even Democrats toward Youngkin
MAGA – MAGA turned out in force.

Youngkin moved toward MAGA. Thank Senator Amanda Chase, John Fredericks, Steve Bannon, and
Glenn Youngkin.
There was grave concern over unguarded ports on the Electronic Poll Books. Simply put, this
vulnerability was shared and discussed in technical chat groups on a large scale before the election
which helped deter and degrade Blue efforts to flip inactive voters active.
There was an immense citizen vigilance on Election Integrity. There was an aggressive Blue
campaign to marginalize, exclude, and manipulate Virginia State Code 24.2 and related election
guidance and training issuances. GOP aligned Election Officers were routinely excluded from key
meetings, Fairfax willfully disregarded State Law on handling and processing of mail in and drop off
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5.
6.

Absentee Ballots, and the GOP failed to ensure decisive staffing and coverage of Election Officer and
Poll Watcher duties, yet all together it deterred and degraded normal Blue tactics and procedures.
Blue efforts to develop and implement nefarious algorithms to calculate number of ghost voters or
additional ballots necessary to drop off and/or run through the ballot machines were overwhelmed
by the swarming of Red efforts.
Blue underestimated the number of Independents and Democrats that would tilt toward Youngkin.
The McAuliffe effort doubled down on Critical Race Theory and authority of Counties and School
Boards to mandate extremist views of societal control.

Top Four Actionable Recommendations
A.

The County (and County Equivalent) Registrars must be held accountable for the sanctity of the voter
rolls (all variations of the rolls proffered by the state for purchase). There must be aggressive, targeted
canvassing to identify and remove all non-active voters and ensure all active voters are real and lawful.
Fractal Analysis must be implemented to cross reference the Active/Inactive voting registry with the Ballot
Cast Roll to enable Targeted Canvassing by citizen groups. The various forms of the Virginia Election rolls
now sold at very high prices to very select groups must be made available at much lower prices to all.

B. The County (and County Equivalent) Election Boards must fully carry out their duties of Virginia Code 24.2.
They must be energized and only roster members who are active, vigilant, and knowledgeable of the
Virginia code and accompanying guidance. Too many times the boards were frankly lazy and surrendered
their authority and role to the Election Registrar.
C.

County, County Equivalent, and State appointed, and career personnel must become fully capable of
operating, verifying, and validating all election machines, poll books, election software, and any other
election equipment. This must be considered an inherently government function and no longer
surrendered to representatives of the company. Registrars must attest in writing that sworn government
personnel are fully capable of operating, servicing, and troubleshooting these machines. Any time a
contractor is necessary for access to any aspect of the election environment, this should be handled with
maximum transparency, visibility, and auditability.

D. Any outside influence money such as CTCL must be identified, segregated, and removed from the Virginia
voting environment. All unexpensed funds must be ejected from any County, County Equivalent or State
government entity. There must be a transparent review of all elements of truth of these funds and the
lawfulness of these influence funds in the 2020 – 2021 election cycles in Virginia.
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